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Abstract. M.P. Schiitzenberger has proved that two finite sets of words are maximal prefix if their 
product is unambiguous and maximal prefix [3]. In Cl], the authors ask whether the unambiguity 
hypothesis is necessary. We answer this question positively by giving an example of a finite 
maximal prefix and ambiguous product of which the two factors are not maximal prefix. 
1. Defitbitions sad notations 
We denote (cf. [ 11) by A a finite alphabet and by A* the free monoid generated 
by A. The empty word is denoted by I. A+ is the free semigroup A*\{ 1). 
Let u, v be two words on A. The word u is a (proper) left factor of v if there 
exists a word w e A* (A+) such that uw = v. This relation gives rise to a partial order 
on A*: we note u s ( c ) v. If X is a subset of A*, the set of the proper left factors 
of its words ia denoted by XA’. 
A subset of words Xc A* is pre& if no element of X is a proper left factor of 
another element of X; that is, 
vx, x%X: x-x * x’=x. 
X is maximal prefi- if it is prefix and properly contsined in no other prefix subset 
of A*. 
uestio 
aximal prefix sets are closed under the product of concatenation: if
are maximal prefix, then their product is again maximal 
converse of this 
a must be finite an 
zation w = xy with x E is stated as follows. 
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2.1. Let A be a finite alphabet and X, Y c A*. If the product 
unambiguous, maximal pte& and jinite, then X and Y are maximal prefix. 
This result is used i the proof of the Schiitzenberger Theorem concerning codes 
with finite deciphering delay [4]. 
The following counterexample shows that the finiteness hypothesis is necessary: 
on the alphabet {a, b}, X = a* is not prefix and Y = {b} is not maximal prefix; 
however, the product XY = a*b is unambiguous and maximal prefix. 
In [ 11, the authors ask whether the unambiguity hypothesis is also necessary or not. 
In attempt to answer this question, finite maximal prefix products that are 
ambiguous are investigated in 121. Indeed, if no such product exists, then any finite 
maximal prefix product is necessarily unambiguous and the unambiguity condition 
is no longer useful in the proof of Theorem 2.1. On the other hand, if an example 
of a finite maximal prefix and ambiguous product can be constructed, then the 
ambiguity of the product implies that X is not prefix and thus that Theorem 2.1 
needs the unambiguity hypothesis. 
Here we will give a summary of the main results of [2]. Let A be a finite alphabet 
and X, Y c A*. If XY is ambiguous, finite and prefix, it is proved in 123 that Y is 
prefix without being maximal prefix. Let Y’ be the smallest maximal prefix set 
containing Y. Then, Y’ has at least one word more than Y. It is shown in [2] that 
the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be aflnite alphabet and X, Y c A*. If the product XY is ambiguous, 
maximal prefix and finite, then card(X) 3 3 and card( Y’\ Y) 3 4. 
Consequently, an ambiguous maximal prefix product XY is injinite in the cases 
where Y’\ Y has one, two or three elements. This partial result led to believe that 
Theorem 2.1 would remain true without the unambiguity condition. 
This impression was false: on the alphabet {a, b} we have constructed a product 
XY that is ambiguous, maximal prefix and finite, where card(X) = 3 and 
card( Y’\ Y) = 7. The set X is equal to { 1, ab, ababa}. The seven words of Y’\ Y are 
abb, abaaa, ababab, abaabaa, ababaaa, ababaabab, ababaabaabab. Y and XY are 
respectively represented by the trees of Figs. 1 and 2. 
y techniques imilar to those used in [2], we will show that this example is in 
a certain sense minimal. 
* such that the produ 
e the smallest maxima! p
en card( Y’\ Y) 3 7. 
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Fig. 1. 
Proof. We know by Theorem 3.1 that card( Y’\ Y) 2 4. We will use notations and 
partial results of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [2]. Let us recall that, in this proof, 
it is shown that 
WXEX, WZE Y’\Y: WE(XuXY. 
Further, three words x1, x2, x3 E X are constructed in that proof such that 
at,, f2, tf~A+: Xl =JCztl, x2=x& and fZ= f3fl 
and four elements z,,, z 1, z2 and z3 of Y’\ Y such that zI , z2, z3 are pairwise distinct 
and 
Y’\ Y n t:A- = {z,,,}, m = 1, 2,3, 
xlzi, e X2Y2 for some y2 E Y, 
x121 s X3Y3 for some y3 E Y 
It is also proved that 
z, ti (tlf2)*A-u (t,t,)*A-, m = 1,2,3 
if f3 is a proper left factor of Zi,g and that at least one of the subsets (tl f2)* 
( f2fl)*A- intersects the set Y’\ Y 
Let us now suppose that card(X) = 3. Thus, 
x3zi0, x321 3 x223 E ( 
We have X2 < X3Zi0, X2 < X3z1 a 
of the sets (t, t2)* -, (f2tl)*A- intersects Y’\ Y in the word z4 distinct from q , ~2, 
z3; if If31 < If& then t, E @A- and if It,1 s It3], then f3 E t?A-. 
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Fig. 2. 
In the rest of the proof, we will suppose that 1 t31 c 1 tll, the arguments being similar 
in the other case. 
As tl E @A-, the word tl has the form fit’ where k 2 1 and 1 < t’C t3. Let us 
consider the subsets 
Uj=&‘*A-), j=O,...,k 
As Y’ is maximal prefix, 
Uj n Y’ = { uj} for some word Uj E A+. 
Suppose every Uj belongs to Y As XY is prefix, x3uE - x2uo, thus ul = t3uo. Similarly, 
X3& = X2U1 and then U2 = t3U, = t$do,. . . , x3U& = x2U&-1 and u& = t:kUo. SO, 
x2uk 
k t =x~t;u~<x~t3t uo= XlUO 
in contradiction with Xt’ prefix. 
uently, one of the words Ujg which we denote by z5, belongs to Y’\ Y. 
combinatorial argu ents such as in [2] (using the le mas), we verify that 
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For instance, let US show that each Uj is distinct from zl. As XY is maximal prefix 
and, by 12, Lemma 61, there exists a y4’z such that 
We have t2 < z2; otherwise, z2 G t2 < y3 in contradiction with Y’ prefix. So, t, t2 c tlz2 s 
y4. This implies that tl t, < zl; otherwise, z1 s tl ?I < $1 t2 C ~4. ‘&IS, if Vj and z1 are 
equal, then t, tl < t)jm This is impossible because, by [2, emma 81, t, and t3 would 
be powers of the same word. 
We can conclude zs is distinct from z,, 1 s m s 4 and card( Y’\ Y) 3 5. 
By the same technique, we are going to construct wo other new words 26 and z7 
of Y’\ Y, showing that card( Y’\ Y) 3 7 as announced in the proposition. 
Let t” be the word such that t3 = t’t’. Consider the subsets 
I$= t$(t’*A-), j=O,. . ., k+l. 
For every j, 4 PI Y’= {Vi} for some word Vjm Suppose that these words Vj all belong 
to y. As XY iS prefix, X,Vl= x200, so tr, = t3vo,. . . ; x3&+1 =x2&, thus, &+I = t:+‘vo. 
The word v. has the form t*“s with n a 0, 1 I= s s t’. Thus, 
x* v() = x& t’v() = x&tnns c x2t3 ‘+‘frrns = $t;+‘U, = x#&+] 
which is impossible. One of the Vj then belongs to Y’\ Y. Denote it by 26. A 
combinatorial study of 26 shows that it is distinct from z,, 1 G m S 5. It follows that 
card( Y’\ Y) a 6. 
Finally, let wj be the subsets t’,[( t’t2)*A-1, 0 s j S k, and let w&+, be equal to 
(t2 t’)*A-. Let Wj be the unique word belonging to 4 n Y’, 0 s j s k + 1. If Wj E Y 
for every j, then x3w1 =x2wo and wl = t3wo,. -., x3w& =x~w&-~ and w& = tgwo; 
x3wk+l = x1 w. = x3t2wo and then w&+1 = t2wo. Let w. = ( t’t2)ns where n 3 0,l C s G t’t2. 
We have 
x2wk = x&w, = x2& t’t2)nS, 
&w&+1 = xg, t2w() = x&‘t,( t’t2)nS = x,t$( t’t2)n+‘S 
Suppose card( Y’\ Y) = 6. Thus, exactly one of the wj’s, we denote it by z7, must 
‘\ Y; the word z7 must be equal to one of the z,‘s, 1 G m G 6, and among 
the words Uj, 1 s j -S k, only one, namely z5, belongs to Y’\ Y, the others belong 
to Y 
Let j. be such that z7 = Wj,,. By a combinatorial study, we conclu 
uiO = 25 =Z7fWk+,, 
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27 c t$t’t3 t’ 
by 12, Lemma S]. If j, = S then 
27 c t, t3 t’ c 21 
which is impossible. j, is also distinct from k - 1; otherwise, 
x227 < X2t3 k-1t’t3t’=X3t*t3t’<x~z,. 
As there exists a ys E Y such that x3z1 G x2y5, we have z7 C ys, in contradiction with 
Y’ prefix. So, wr(+l, wk and w k-1 belong to Y. As XY is prefix, we must have 
x3wk = x2wk_l and wk = t3H)k-1e 
Let tsc A+ be equal to $‘t’. Consider the sets R1 = t:A- and R2 = tl( t$A-). As 
t2t’c Wk+l, t1 t,t’c wk, t&t’ < wk-, , 
it can be shown that RI and R2 intersect Y in rl and r2 respectively. Thus, 
x3r2 = x2rl and r2= t3r,; 
x2r2 = x2t3rl < x2t3t4rl = x2tlrl = xlrl . 
This is impossible. We conclude that card( Y’\ Y) a 7. Cl 
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